Critical

Supply Chain
Cooperative Research Centre

Building sovereign capability and
globally competitive supply chains

VISION

MISSION

To establish globally
competitive and highly
resilient supply chain
capability for Australia.

The Critical Supply Chain CRC
is a 10-year mission to
transform Australia's supply
chain to protect our economy,
way of life and future.

WHY SUPPLY CHAIN?
The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the fragility, risks and resiliency challenges
facing Australia's supply chains for companies at each point of the chain and across the
nation. Improving supply chain performance and capability has become a critical issue
for corporations with the vast majority of CEOs across all industries saying they face
significant skills shortages in many critical roles and their corporations will invest in
reducing supply chain disruptions and implementing supply chain innovations.
Critical Supply Chain CRC will deliver an innovation ecosystem that supports the
redesign of Australia’s domestic and international supply chain capability – a collective
capability that can be applied to specific outcomes. It is critical that all stakeholders
come together to provide demand led end-to-end solutions for industry and national
benefit.

WHAT IS A CRC?
The CRC Program provides a vehicle for all stakeholders in the ecosystem to come
together to co-design solutions. The CRC Program is a significant funding component of
the national innovation system, which supports medium to long-term collaboration
between the producers and end-users of research.
The aim of the CRC Program is to build critical mass in research and development
ventures – involving industry and researchers - which tackle major challenges that deliver
significant economic, environmental and social benefits to Australian industry.

Research Program
SUPPLY CHAIN INTEGRATION
DOMESTIC & GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN
COMPETITIVENESS
Managing supply chain complexity; Supporting
the development of demand-led innovation and
critical infrastructure; Multimodal
responsiveness; Data and data analytics; Crossborder efficiency (domestic and international);
Aggregation and consolidation of freight;
Domestic and export freight transport
optimisation.
END-TO-END SUPPLY CHAIN COORDINATION &
COLLABORATION
Standardised data-sharing platforms; Integrated
technology; Global data standards; Providence;
Real-time monitoring and tracking; Information
visibility; First and last-mile challenges; End-user
experience and preferences; Urban and regional
logistics planning; Freight land-use and future
infrastructure requirements; Innovation in endto-end supply chain business cultures.

SUPPLY CHAIN EVOLUTION
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Big data and data analytics; Smart warehousing;
IoT, AI and security; Automation; Robotics; Virtual
platforms - digital twin; Integrated technology;
Global best practice.
REGULATION & POLICY
Pandemic-era review of policy and regulation;
Design to support compliance; Industry and
government alignment; Cross border disconnects
(national, state, local and other government
instrumentalities); National coordination of policy
and regulation; Globalisation and regionalisation
impact assessments.
INDUSTRY INNOVATION
Value-adding manufacturing to reduce product
perishability; End-to-end logistics chain
innovation; Cold Chain and packaging innovation;
Risk minimisation; Clean energy; Retail supply
chain innovation strengthening domestic supply
chains; Enhancing supply chain efficiency and
productivity.

SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE
SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMISATION
Supply chain agility and responsiveness;
Production scheduling and accurate forecasting;
Warehouse optimisation; Cost efficiency and
quality control; Logistics and freight transport;
Freight rate assessments for an island nation in
the pandemic era; Route design; Supply chain
innovation and critical infrastructure.
MINIMISING SUPPLY CHAIN RISK
Long term end-to-end supply chain planning;
Supply and demand forecasting; Supply
disconnects; Critical component manufacturing
and sourcing; Ethical and responsible supply
chains; Critical event mapping along the chain;
Cyber security; Scenario planning.
SUPPLY CHAIN SUSTAINABILITY
Clean energy for business and national
competitiveness and sustainability;
Decarbonisation; Circular economy; Waste
minimisation; Value adding innovation - products,
technologies, packaging, post harvest and cool
chain. Safety and security.

SUPPLY CHAIN WORKFORCE
PEOPLE
Talent and capability; Diversity and inclusion;
Safety, health and wellbeing; Sovereign capability;
Protecting businesses, workers and the
community.
WORKFORCE CAPACITY, CAPABILITY & TALENT
Current and future workforce assessment for
industry and government; Capability building to
support small, medium and corporate enterprises;
Embedding operations knowledge and skill into
education and training programs; Diversity and
inclusion programs; Pipeline creation;
Comprehensive education and training from Cert
IV to PhD; Award courses and credentials; Pilot
training facility.

VALUE PROPOSITION
Critical Supply Chain CRC will deliver an innovation ecosystem supporting Australia’s economic
future through effective and highly competitive domestic and export supply chains. It is critical
that all stakeholders come together to provide demand led end-to-end supply chain solutions.

FOR INDUSTRY
Participation in the CRC will
ensure your access to
Australia’s best researchers
helping solve your
organisation’s critical supply
chain challenges.

FOR GOVERNMENT

FOR UNIVERSITY

A globally competitive and
resilient supply chain is
critical to our economic
future and our national
security. Through demandled partnerships Australia's
supply chains will move
towards a sustainable and
resilient future.

University participation will
help shape Australia’s
economic, social and
environmental future. Your
participation will help build
innovation, capability, critical
mass and prominence for your
organisation and provide you
with valuable industry
connections and opportunities
for collaboration.

BECOME A PARTNER
WITH THE CSC CRC
By participating in the Critical Supply Chain CRC, you will be able to:
Tackle the difficult supply chain challenges facing companies – now and in the future
Reduce the risks, costs and uncertainty facing businesses since the pandemic began
Transform the supply chain according to the full potential of Industry 4.0
Access a highly innovative network of researchers, suppliers and customers
Leverage additional funding for R&D and innovators – reducing risk and increasing returns
Co-design products with your customers, suppliers and preferred research partners
Influence the skills and training requirements of the future supply chain workforce
Access talent through the CRC’s education, training and diversity programs
Make your supply chain and Australia stronger and more resilient

Partner Categories
Core Partner $200,000/year or more
Nominate two independent board member candidates
Voting rights to elect board members
Nominate a representative to the Research Program Committee
Access to industry-embedded PhD and Masters students and opportunity for co-supervision
Nominate projects (co-design process)
Participation in CRC conferences, seminars and other networking events
May be eligible for offsets under R&D Tax incentives

Key Partner

$100,000/year ~ $199,000/year

Nominate one independent board member candidate
Nominate a representative to the Research Program Committee
Access to industry-embedded PhD and Masters students and opportunity for co-supervision
Nominate projects (co-design process)
Participation in CRC conferences, seminars and other networking events
May be eligible for offsets under R&D Tax incentives

Supporting Partner 50,000/year ~ $99,000/year
Nominate projects (co-design process)
Participation in CRC conferences, seminars and other networking events
May be eligible for offsets under R&D Tax incentives

Affiliate Partner

Less than $50,000/year or In-kind only

Participation in CRC conferences, seminars and other networking events

NEXT STEPS
We are working towards the following key dates for our submission to Round 25 of the CRC Program:

Stage 1
Start

Stage 1
Submission

Partners
Commitment

Stage 2
Submission

Interview

STAGE 1

July 2022

Mid Dec
2022

Outcome
Expected

CRC
Commence
Operation

STAGE 2

July 2023

If you are interested in
participating in the Critical Supply
Chain CRC, please contact us to
register your interest.

Feb 2024

Mar 2024

Prof. Tao Gu
Bid Lead/Chief Scientist
Macquarie University
Phone: +61 416 270 313
Email: tao.gu@mq.edu.au

May 2024

July 2024

Jo Tuck
Major Strategic Bid & Partnership
Manager Research Innovation
Macquarie University
Phone: +61 2 9850 9607
Email: jo.tuck@mq.edu.au

